sampleSuite.addTestPage("../simpleTestPage.html");
}
return sampleSuite;
}

function suite() {
  var testSuite = new top.jsUnitTestSuite();
  testSuite.addTestSuite(sampleSuite);
  testSuite.addTestPage("../setupTearDownExample.html");
  return testSuite;
}

This is a simple test suite that uses custom queries.

As you'd expect, appending ?suite=other to the path in your test runner results in anotherTestPage.html being run and simpleTestPage.html being skipped (see Figure 6-23). Of course, with the current flow control logic, leaving this parameter off results in just the opposite: simpleTestPage.html will be run, and anotherTestPage.html will be skipped.

Figure 6-23. Running a test suite with a custom query parameter